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The 8 Techniques of Chaos Kung-Fu

I The Touch of the WyvernThe Touch of the Wyvern
 Sigil Casting & Enchantments
 

II The Breath of the DragonThe Breath of the Dragon
  Shielding & Enchantments
 Sigil Casting & Astral Magick (Body Manipulation)

 The Arcana of ZosThe Arcana of Zos
      Shielding & Energy Storage
      Personality Alteration (Destruction)
 

III The Lashings of AzathothThe Lashings of Azathoth
 Sigil Casting & Desire Manifestation
 

IV The Throne of SetThe Throne of Set
 Sigil Casting & Reification of Energies
 

V The Moons of HecateThe Moons of Hecate
 Dark Moon - Higher/ Lower Dimensional Contact
 Blood Moon - Higher/ Lower Dimensional Contact & Reification
 (Backwards-Forwards) Red Moon - Cleansing & Reification
 (Backwards-Backwards) Black Moon-Combination of other moons

VI The Tongue of the SnakeThe Tongue of the Snake
Divination & Subtle Body Magickal Recharge

VII The Cup of BabalonThe Cup of Babalon
 Intoxication & Charging and Stimulation of the Ophidian Body
 

VIII The Hammer of MaatThe Hammer of Maat
 Reality Alteration & Quliphoth Control0

0 - See the forth coming work, “Lamion Goeticon: The Howling Ecstasy” by Frater Elijah, specifically
see the formulas of HORIZON.
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I The Touch of the WyvernThe Touch of the Wyvern

The Touch of the Wyvern can be enacted1 as a masturbatory formula or

as a kinetic sexual polarity. A previously designed encoded desire in

the form of a sigil should be made before the working. The technique is

as follows:

1.  At the moment of death the sigil is concentrated upon.

2.  The elixir is collected in the palm of the hand.

3.  The sigil should be projected upon the elixir.

4.  The free hand is then dipped into the elixir and the sigil is

traced upon the flesh or any prepared and specified talisman.

1-As well as the other Chaos Kung-Fu techniques.
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II The Breath of the DragonThe Breath of the Dragon

The Breath of the Dragon is a multiple use masturbation formula
which can produce a “tendency towards” on the physical plane by
molding the astral. This technique can be taken to many different levels
combined with other methods or used alone. The procedure is as
follows:

1.  At the moment of death the field of light is visualized around the
magician which is then turned inward2.

2.  The elixir is attained and is placed in the palm of the hand.
3.  The elixir is then placed in the mouth.

Pre-swallow Enchantments - With the elixir in mouth, the magician
can breath enchantments onto talismans, objects or sigils. Envision a
glowing cloud being breathed out over the markings.

Pre-Swallow Scrying - The elixir can also be inverted by spitting it out
into an appropriate vessel. The elixir is then charged to be used in a
divinatory capacity3.

Post-Swallow Molding - Post swallow breath can be breathed into the
palm of hand to cause body modifications and charisma enhancements.
It can also be used for healing4. The procedure is:

1.  Swallow and then breath astral light into the palm of your hand.
2.  Mold your hands over your body where you want the desired

effect. While doing this, imagine your desire intensely.

The Arcana of Zos - At the moment of swallow, the magician is
standing very close in front of a mirror staring into the eyes. This act
redirects the current of energy flow, causing a reversal of all polarities.
This technique serves as a means for the storage of astral energy in the
magicians subtle body.

2-Called Light Involution, this creates a protective psycho-sonic shield against forces of the Quliphoth.
3-Experiments in Enochian scrying are well suited for this purpose.
4-And theoretically to cause harm as well, although I have not experimented with harming this way.
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III The Lashings of AzathothThe Lashings of Azathoth
        also called, The Suffering of Pan

The Suffering of Pan is a masturbation formula taken to non-

completion which, creates astral stress to reify the secret wish. The

method is as follows:

1.  Proceed to masturbate concentrating on the encoded sigil.

2.  Just before the moment of orgasm, the orgasm is stopped and

not allowed to continue.

3.  Continually focus upon the sigil and after the appropriate

state is achieved, it is recommended that you continue to

stare at the sigil for a few moments afterwards.

4.  This process is repeated again and again as needed with no

allowance for climax, no allowance for the completion of

desire.

5.  The sigil is then ritually destroyed.
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IV The Throne of SetThe Throne of Set

The Throne of Set is a two person formula5. This technique can be

directed towards sigils, or used to give additional energy to other rites

and workings. This formula is under the governance of c where only

one of a three things is to occur. This body Yantra creates a mother-

daughter symbiosis circuit of force-form, thus acting to manifest Will.

1. One Party Climax - One person is acting as a receiver bottom

and one person is thee giver top. Anal stimulation and

masturbation are performed by the person on bottom with the

organ [in the face]. The top person comes to a climax and the

bottom does not, but takes the elixir in the mouth for ingestion.

 

2. Both Parties Climax - This generates a current in which energy

is neither wasted or spent. The circulation of light acts as a

magnetized field of flowing electrons for Will to manifest.

 

3. No Climax - This is akin to the Lashings of Azathoth except that

this version is more powerful. If this method is used

inappropriately it can serve to severely deplete the energy levels

of both parties.

5 - Unless a single person is capable of oral-auto stimulus ~ the bi-sexualized conduit
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V The Moons of HecateThe Moons of Hecate

The Moons of Hecate are techniques using anal intercourse to

stimulate operations of High Magick. The uses of this style range from

quliphothic evocations and karma wipes, to divination and sorcery. The

four moons are under the governance of the Dark and Sterile Mother.

• Dark Moon is anal intercourse not taken to completion. It can be

used to establish contact with inner plane entities.

1.  Pre-programming of the desired communion should occur

before the act.

2.  Sigil concentration which occurs during and post congress

gives rise to visions and prophesies.

• Blood Moon is anal intercourse taken to completion. Blood Moon

has the effect of the Dark Moon, except it allows any force invoked

a means for reifying itself on this plane. It is possible that this

method used incorrectly can “breed devils in chaos” and harm the

magician hosting the seed.
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• Red Moon is anal intercourse taken to completion. The bottom

person is backwards-upside down, the top person is forwards-

standing-up. Red Moon is a degradation of sorts, where the top

orgasms on the opening of the anus of the bottom and then proceeds

with intercourse backwards-forwards-upside down, until the bottom

achieves orgasm. This method is used as a spiritual cleansing of the

top, as well as reification energies for other rites.

(Backwards-Forwards) (6)

• • Black Moon is anal intercourse taken to completion or non-

completion. Black Moon combines the effects of Red Moon, Dark

Moon & Blood Moon all inside itself, allowing for many uses at

once.

(Backwards-Backwards) (6) (7)

6 - This method is difficult to orchestrate, but using the bedside of a mattress has proven of use.
7 - The Shri-Chakra.
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VI The Tongue Of the SnakeThe Tongue Of the Snake

The Tongue of the Snake is an oral formula for the purposes of

allowing access to divinatory vision as well as raising the Kundalini

Dragon Wyrd. The person who is receiving the tongue8 is the diviner.

In addition to experiencing visions and prophecies the diviner also

experiences the rising of Wyrd. The person giving the tongue can

receive the sacrament as a re-charge for energy for whatever purpose is

in mind. The sacrament is best ingested.

8 - The tongue should be moving in a flicking snake-like motion.
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VII The Cup of BabalonThe Cup of Babalon

The Cup of Babalon is a formula of intoxication. This technique also

serves the purpose of charging & stimulating the Ophidian Body (OB)

[with power]. It involves ingestion of the sexual fluids from the anus or

vagina after climax. As mentioned previously these techniques can be

combined for multiple objectives by the prepared student. In addition

the woman’s lunar current can be ‘added’9 as well. The elixir is

streaming with power and there are many emanations which can be

imbibed before physical ingestion.

9-Although this has not been the subject of my research. In all techniques only M-M physical body has
been attempted, although adoption of the female sex in the astral has proven to be of great use. If you have
experimented with any of the above techniques in a M-F, F-F or other context and desire to share the
results please contact me via e-mail.
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VIII The Hammer of MaatThe Hammer of Maat

The Hammer of Maat is of a subtle complexion best seen through the

induction of trance by means of aerobic exercise or exhaustion sex

through (and with) intoxication, in which orgasm is not released. This

technique is used for manipulation of Quliphoth10 to alter reality; the

Trance of Burning11. The Hammer of Maat is elicited as a

subconscious call issued in the above state and is not said to be of the

conscious mind.

10 - The substance of pure consciousness (Babalon), commonly found in impure states.
11 - See Frater Adagio’s Public Service Series Essay #8: ‘The Assumption of Choronzon’
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Notes

• All sex can be used for inspiration. Solitary masturbation can be used for

divination with the subtle centers attuned.

 

• Sexuality can be reprogrammed, although general tendencies do exist.

 

• Make sure you are absolutely comfortable with your partner. There is

nothing that can ruin sex (let alone sexual magick) faster than not being

comfortable. Also trusting your partner and knowing their status for any

Sexually Transmitted Diseases as well as your own is of absolute

necessity in this day and age.

 

• A suitable partner is an absolute must to get any real work done. The

dynamic should preferably be someone which really floats your boat and

has an alchemy which is synchronically aligned with your own.

 

• Any form of experiment should be engaged in with a detached air by

orchestration before hand. Always have an objective clearly in mind.

 

• Sex is an extremely powerful force, ‘the universe runs on it’. Treat sex, as

well as yourself with respect. Now down on your knees bitch!.

 

• These techniques were uncovered via various experiences during my

explorations into Goetia & Tunnels of Set workings of the turn of the

century 2001-2002. This essay in it’s entirety was originally written

4/10/01. Essay typed up, edited and annotated 1/12/02.
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• Make sure you keep a clear & concise log of all experiments.

• Thanks to thee familiar for serving above and beyond the call of duty.

• For a more complete understanding of HORIZON and thee Magickal Path

see the previous & upcoming works of Frater Elijah/WE:

 The Hyperbolic Geometry Resource Book© by Frater Elijah
 Liber Choronzon© received unto Frater Elijah
 Angels of Chaos © by Frater Elijah
 Liber Anon© by WE, additional comments by Frater Adagio
 Frater Adagios Public Service Essay’s © 1-8 by Frater Adagio
 FREESIA - Purple Horizon (Ambient-Trance Music Album)
 Chaos Kung-Fu/ Techniques in Sexual Magick © by Krlam
 Lamion Goeticon: The Howling Ecstasy by Frater Elijah (forthcoming)

“Action Awakenings” by WE


